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Chapter News
#ScrippsSummerChallenge Keeps Ohio PRSSA Members Engaged
During Hot Summer Months

August 17, 2014

ATHENS, Ohio (Aug. 17, 2014) — Between sunny vacations and time-consuming
internships, it can be easy for university students to become removed from their PRSSA
Chapters during the summer months. Ohio University, however, has set out to combat
that inevitable decline in member participation with its annual #ScrippsSummerChallenge
campaign.

The idea for #ScrippsSummerChallenge was born from a brainstorm session with the
Ohio University PRSSA Executive Board in May 2013 and has evolved into a much-
anticipated event. Each week, from July to August, the Ohio University PRSSA members
are presented with a “challenge,” and they’re encouraged to share results on Twitter via
the hashtag #ScrippsSummerChallenge. At the end of the summer, tweets are tallied up,
and students who faithfully participated in all challenges are rewarded with prizes, such
as an Ohio University coffee tumbler or an E.W. Scripps School of Journalism T-shirt.

“The Scripps Summer Challenge has been a great way to keep our members on top of
the public relations game,” said Mira Kuhar, the vice president of public relations at
Ohio University. “It’s also been fun to show professionals and peers in our industry how
we stay connected as a Chapter during the summer.”

The 2014 challenges have included “Participate in a Twitter Chat,” “Begin Your Own
Blog,” “Download the PRSA Ethics App,” “Write a Handwritten Thank You Note to a Past
Mentor” and “Make a New LinkedIn Connection With a Professional.”

#ScrippsSummerChallenge is not limited only to Ohio University students; if you want to
get involved, it’s not too late! Simply follow the hashtag and join the conversation.

###

Media Contact: Briagenn Adams                                       
Email: abriagenn@gmail.com
Phone: (513) 646-0541
Twitter: @Briagenn
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